In order to deliver their genetic material to host cells during infection, enveloped viruses use specialized proteins on their surfaces that bind cellular receptors and induce fusion of the viral and host membranes. In paramyxoviruses, a diverse family of single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) viruses, including several important respiratory pathogens, such as parainfluenza viruses, the attachment and fusion machinery is composed of two separate proteins: a receptor binding protein (hemagglutininneuraminidase [HN]) and a fusion (F) protein that interact to effect membrane fusion. Here we used negative-stain and cryoelectron tomography to image the 3-dimensional ultrastructure of human parainfluenza virus 3 (HPIV3) virions in the absence of receptor engagement. We observed that HN exists in at least two organizations. The first were arrays of tetrameric HN that lacked closely associated F proteins: in these purely HN arrays, HN adopted a "heads-down" configuration. In addition, we observed regions of complex surface density that contained HN in an apparently extended "heads-up" form, colocalized with prefusion F trimers. This colocalization with prefusion F prior to receptor engagement supports a model for fusion in which HN in its heads-up state and F may interact prior to receptor engagement without activating F, and that interaction with HN in this configuration is not sufficient to activate F. Only upon receptor engagement by HN's globular head does HN transmit its activating signal to F. IMPORTANCE Human parainfluenza virus 3 (HPIV3) is an enveloped, ssRNA virus that can cause serious respiratory illness, especially in children. HPIV3, like most other paramyxoviruses, uses two specialized proteins to mediate cell entry: the fusion protein (F) and the receptor binding protein, hemagglutinin-neuraminidase (HN). F becomes activated to mediate fusion during entry when it is triggered by a signal from HN. Here we used electron tomography to reconstruct the 3-dimensional ultrastructure of HPIV3. From these structures, we could discern the distribution and, in some cases, conformation of HN and F proteins, which provided an understanding of their interrelationship on virions. HN is found in arrays alone in one conformation and interspersed with prefusion F trimers in another. The data support a model of paramyxovirus membrane fusion in which HN associates with F before receptor engagement, and receptor engagement by the globular head of HN switches the HN-F interaction into one of fusion activation.
occurs only upon receptor binding, and the receptor binding protein provides the "trigger," after which F proceeds to fusion (8, 9, (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) . For morbilliviruses, the fusion protein is stable in its prefusion configuration even without associated receptor binding protein (H); as for HPIV3 HN, H decreases the activation energy hurdle for fusion triggering (22) .
In previous studies of human parainfluenza virus 3 (HPIV3), an important respiratory pathogen, we have shown that HPIV3 hemagglutinin-neuraminidase (HN) receptor binding protein and F protein interact before and during fusion activation (23) . We have proposed that HN contributes to maintaining F in its pretriggered state until the correct time and place for entry, at which time receptor binding switches HN to an active role with respect to activating F and triggers F (23) . To address the role of receptor engagement and to elucidate how HN and F interact during fusion, we previously observed the sequence of events leading up to HN/F-mediated membrane fusion in real time, in live cells using bimolecular fluorescent complementation (BiFC), a technique that allows HN-F interactions to be studied under minimally perturbing conditions (19) . We determined when and where HN and F interact on the surface of cells prior to and during cell-cell fusion and identified the role of specific sites in HN in mediating the interaction (19) . These BiFC results, in combination with other studies of events preceding viral entry, led us to propose a model of how paramyxovirus HN and F mediate fusion during infection (19, (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) . In this model, HN-F association prior to receptor binding helps stabilize F, preventing its premature activation (19, 28) . HN's engagement of receptor molecules drives the formation of HN/F clusters at the site of fusion, and a putative second sialic acid receptor binding site positioned in the dimer interface of HPIV3 HN directly modulates F activation and interaction with F in living cells (7, 19, 24, 29, 30) . After initial activation of F, HN and F remain associated and HN acts on F even beyond the step of fusion peptide insertion into the target. As fusion progresses further, either HN and F dissociate or the clusters of HN-F complexes disperse (19) .
To evaluate viral surface glycoprotein events of early entry in the context of the virus, we previously conducted a preliminary negative-stain electron tomography (ET) analysis of HPIV3 viral particles that were prepared in the absence of receptors for the virus (28) . The majority of viral particles showed fairly continuous coats of glycoprotein spikes with two layers of density that we interpreted to reflect staggered HN and F spikes, in which HN was present in association with prefusion F. Surface density on a subpopulation of small viral particles showed clusters of glycoprotein spikes resembling the crystal structure for postfusion HPIV3 F trimers (31) and the moderate-resolution cryo-negative-stain electron microscopy (EM) reconstruction reported for paramyxovirus SV5 (PIV5) F (4). These observations supported the idea that HN and F are associated on the virion surface prior to receptor engagement.
While a number of other studies have explored paramyxovirus ultrastructure by electron microscopy (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) , the resolution of surface features has eluded detailed characterization until recently: specifically, the relative distribution, conformation, and interaction of the receptor binding and fusion surface proteins. In a recent study, the use of an engineered measles receptor binding protein (H) with an elongated stalk permitted visualization of the envelope glycoproteins on a virion surface and provided evidence that direct contact between F and the head domain of H may not be required for activation of measles virus fusion (38) .
Challenges of characterizing the surface glycoprotein organization in paramyxoviruses include the multiplicity of conformations HN and F can adopt and the potential for varied interactions between the proteins in different states.
The F protein is generated as a single precursor polypeptide chain that, to be functional, must be cleaved by host proteases into two subunits (F1 and F2), which remain associated (39, 40) . The F monomers oligomerize into a squat trimer with a central cavity, giving it a rounded, donut-like appearance from the side and a triangular shape when viewed from above (41, 42) . The ectodomain sits on top of a short tether formed by portions of the C-terminal heptad repeat (HRC) segments, which are anchored via the transmembrane domain to the viral membrane. The fusion peptide that corresponds to the N-terminal~20 residues of the F2 subunit only becomes available to insert into the target membrane once the appropriate trigger for fusion activation is encountered. Once triggered or destabilized, the trimer converts to a more elongated, narrow structure characterized by a stable helical bundle formed by N-and C-terminal heptad repeats (HRN and HRC, respectively). This reorganization colocalizes the two membrane interactive domains, the fusion peptide and the transmembrane anchor. The 3-dimensional structure of the F fusion trimer from multiple paramyxoviruses, including HPIV3, has been described in postfusion forms (31, (43) (44) (45) .
The several activities of HN-receptor binding, receptor cleaving, fusion activation, and possibly F protein stabilization-are regulated within a type II membrane protein consisting of a cytoplasmic domain, a membrane-spanning region, a stalk region, and a globular head. The stalk confers specificity for the homologous F in the fusion activation process (7, (46) (47) (48) (49) (50) (51) . Crystal structures of the avian paramyxovirus Newcastle disease virus (NDV) HN (52, 53) and later of the HPIV3 HN (54) and PIV5 HN (55) led to identification of the locations of the primary binding/neuraminidase active site residues on the globular head. For NDV, HPIV1, and HPIV3, a secondary sialic acid binding site on HN plays distinct roles in binding or promoting fusion (7, 19, 24, 30, 53, 56) . The relationship of the head and stalk domains in functional paramyxovirus receptor binding proteins remains a critical feature to elucidate because of (i) the role identified for the stalk region in triggering F (7, 12, (57) (58) (59) (60) (61) and (ii) the proposed function of the head of the receptor binding protein in both receptor binding and transmitting the activation signal to F (7, 12, 57, (59) (60) (61) (62) . Receptor binding proteins from various paramyxoviruses have been characterized by crystallography in several conformations and oligomeric forms (29, 46, 54, 55, 63, 64) . The evidence suggests that these proteins can adopt at least three arrangements, including a "heads-down" tetramer in which two dimers of HN are organized around a 4-helix stalk (46), a "heads-up" form (55), and a "two-heads-up, two-heads-down" form that has been proposed to represent an intermediate conformation (63) . It has been suggested that the head domains of HN in the heads-down configuration are responsible for masking the triggering residues on the stalk region (46, 47) .
In order to better define the relationship between HN and F on whole infectious virions prior to receptor engagement and to begin to test models of activation that have emerged from experimental data (1, 2, 8-13, 19, 23, 29) , we used a combination of negative-stain and cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET) here to image the HPIV3 ultrastructure. We observed that many of the observed surface features are interpretable in terms of known structures for F and HN that have been determined by crystallography and provide information about how the two proteins relate to each other on the surface of virions. The observations of HPIV3 are consistent with a model for fusion in which prefusion F and HN in a heads-up conformation interact prior to receptor engagement, without activating F. Receptor engagement then induces HN to activate F.
RESULTS
HPIV3 particle morphology. As in previously described ultrastructural studies of paramyxoviruses, a high degree of pleomorphy was observed in the population of HPVI3 particles, as examined by both negative-stain and cryo-electron microscopy ( Fig. 1 ) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) . Particles ranged from 100 to 500 nm in diameter and were generally rounded in morphology. Filamentous virions were rarely observed in the virus preparations. To obtain a more detailed understanding of virus ultrastructure and to clearly distinguish surface from internal features, we carried out tomographic reconstruction of both negatively stained ( Fig. 2 ; see Movies S1 to S3 in the supplemental material) and cryo-EM specimens ( Fig. 3 ; see Movies S4 to S7 in the supplemental material). Significant ribonucleoprotein (RNP) density was often observed within the majority of particles over 100 nm in diameter, both by negative staining, in cases where stain was able to penetrate into the virions ( Fig. 2 ; see Movies S1 and S2), and by cryo-electron tomography ( Fig. 3 ; see Movies S4 to S7). The number of RNPs packaged appeared to vary substantially across the population. These helical tubes exhibited an average pitch of~5 nm. They were composed of slanted rings, where each ring segment exhibited an outer diameter of~18 nm and an inner diameter of~7 nm (distances measured at half-maximum density). In addition, in some particles with relatively lower internal material density, what appeared to be actin filaments could be discerned ( Fig. 3B ); these were more evident in broken particles (see Movie S8 in the supplemental material). The vast majority of particles (~90%) we observed appeared to lack a membrane-associated matrix layer, and those that did exhibit thicker envelopes with an internal matrix layer appeared to be generally smaller particles, sometimes with discernible postfusion F proteins on their surface ( Fig. 3C to E) (4, 28) . The ratio of matrix-bearing to matrix-lacking particles is similar to what has been observed in other paramyxoviruses (32, 33, 36) .
HN tetramers in the heads-down conformation are found in large ordered arrays. In projection images, a variety of complex surface density features were observed on the particles (Fig. 1 ). In many cases, regularly ordered grid-like patterns of density in the projection images were apparent. Tomographic reconstructions of particles examined by negative-stain and cryo-EM revealed that the grid-like density was located on the virus exterior rather than forming an internal layer such as matrix ( Fig. 2A and 3A ; see Movies S1 to S7 in the supplemental material). The arrays covered significant areas on the virus surfaces; however, we noted that a high degree of variability in the amount of surface area covered by the arrays was observed; some particles even appeared devoid of the grid-like arrays (Fig. 2B) , while others had a majority of their surface covered. The ratio of particles that show the grid-like surface arrays versus those that do not was approximately 2:1; for example, in cryo-electron micrographs, 90 particles showed arrays, while 47 exhibited surfaces without prominent lateral ordering of density. We also observed that multiple arrays with different relative orientations coexisted on different patches of the surface. The arrays were found on both small and large particles, suggesting that surface curvature and overall particle size are not major determinants of array formation (see, for example, Fig. 3C ). The ordered, grid-like arrays evident in both negative-stain ( Fig. 2 and  4 ) and cryo-EM ( Fig. 3 and 4 ) images were composed of repeating units of density consistent with the known high-resolution struc- ture for a tetramer, or dimer of dimers, of NDV HN in the headsdown conformation ( Fig. 4) (46) . In the negative-stain reconstruction shown in Fig. 4A , sequential slices through the density revealed that the basic unit of the array viewed from above had the form of a slanted "H," which was positioned above punctate dots of density that are consistent with the density for a helical bundle stalk ( Fig. 4A ; see Fig. S1C in the supplemental material). The tetrameric NDV HN structure (3T1E.pdb) could be docked into the EM density, which shows excellent agreement with the "headsdown" HN conformation ( Fig. 4B and C) (46) .
Viewed laterally at the edge of a virus particle ( Fig. 4C ), the HN arrays were observed to flow into repeating rows of Y-shaped density features that correspond to the view of the HN array along the red line shown in Fig. 4B . In other orientations ( Fig. 4D ), the arrays can be viewed down a different line of sight, as indicated by the blue dashed line in Fig. 4B .
We note that the patches of HN arrays appeared to be composed exclusively of HN in the heads-down conformation; they did not contain density recognizable as F in either postfusion or prefusion conformations.
The HN array density distribution peaks at~10 nm above the viral membrane (measured from the distance at half-maximum density of the outer leaflet to the peak intensity distal to the mem-brane) ( Fig. 5 ). This peak density likely corresponds to the neck junction of the HN tetramer, where 3 layers of density from 2 HN head subunit dimers and the tip of the stalk converge (46) . The stalk height of 10 nm is the expected height if the complete stalk exists in a helical conformation. Observed from above, the stalks appeared as puncta that are~4-nm in diameter, consistent with the dimensions expected for a bundle of 4 helices in cross section, as seen in the NDV HN tetramer and stalk domain crystal structures ( Fig. 4A ; see Fig. S1C in the supplemental material) (46, 47) . The arms of the Y feature extended~12 nm above the outer leaflet ( Fig. 5 [measured between distances of half-maximum density at membrane outer leaflet and the distal density peak]) of the viral membrane. The spacings of HN tetramers, measured between stalks center to center, are~9 nm along one axis of the array and 14 nm along the other axis. Viewed from above where the dimer of dimers slanted H motif was clearly visible, the edges were 5 nm across and 9 nm long and the distance across the bar of the H was 11 nm; again corresponding to the NDV heads-down tetramer structure (46) . As seen in Fig. 4 , tetramers were also staggered row by row rather than being organized in a simple square grid.
In areas without HN arrays, prefusion F is often intermingled with density that may correspond to HN with a heads-up conformation. In most particles, in addition to presenting HN heads-down arrays, large portions of the surfaces were covered in a cloak of density that exhibited significant complexity and appeared to be composed of two primary layers of density ( Fig. 5 and  6 ). The double surface layer extended~16 nm above the virus membrane ( Fig. 5 ). As seen by tomography, the glycoproteins in these complex double layers did not appear to exhibit lateral organization into ordered arrays ( Fig. 2B and 6 ; see Movie S3 in the supplemental material).
The complex double-layered density reflected mixtures of protein types, and while individual glycoproteins were not always discernible, in many instances, prefusion F could be clearly distinguished as the more membrane proximal of the 2 prominent lay-ers of density (Fig. 6 ). Indeed, in edge views of central slices through tomograms, the prefusion F trimers were recognized by their squat, rounded shapes with a diameter of~8.5 nm and central cavities, in excellent agreement with the available crystal structures for prefusion F (e.g., 4GIP.pdb from the related PIV5 [40] ), which could readily be docked into the EM density ( Fig. 6C) (40) (41) (42) . The F trimer squats above the membrane, while a discontinuous canopy of density was often observed at higher elevation. In some regions (for example, blue arrows in Fig. 6A ), the canopy density was resolved into punctate~4-to 5-nm-diameter dots that are consistent in size with a globular HN head domain (5 by 4 by 6 nm); the radial density distribution also reflected this distinct 4- to 5 nm-wide feature as the outer density layer (Fig. 5 ). These outermost globular features themselves were placed atop tethers 10 to 12 nm above the virus surface. The taller height of these canopy features compared to the shorter heads-down HN tetramer is likely due to the relative positioning of the head and stalk domains in a heads-up configuration. In rare circumstances, what appeared to be individual HN in a heads-up state extending to a height of~16 nm above the membrane could be seen (Fig. 6I, blue  arrow) .
In views of top and bottom slices of the reconstructed tomograms for the double surface layer, no evidence was found that suggests other tetrameric organizations of HN, such as the "fourheads-up" state that has been proposed (55, 63) . Instead it appeared that the canopy density of HN proximal to F may have been comprised of monomers or dimers of HN. This oligomeric state for HN was not unprecedented as the NDV HN ectodomain, including the stalk domains, yields primarily monomers and dimers in solution, even though dimers of dimers were observed when the constructs were crystallized (46) .
Viewed from above by negative-stain ET elevations close to the viral membrane, triangular features with edges~8.5 nm long that have stain-penetrable central cavities were observed, scattered in an irregular fashion ( Fig. 6E, " Lower"). These features are consistent with crystal structures of prefusion F trimers, which are shown docked into the EM density (4GIP.pdb) (orange ribbon diagram in Fig. 6E ). In slices of density positioned a few nanometers above these layers ( Fig. 6E, " Upper"), we found scattered density, some of which appeared to consist of~4-to 5-nm dots, sometimes loosely paired; these were similar in dimension and distribution to the globular density features observed in the lateral views of the envelope glycoprotein canopy. Other features seen from this vantage appeared to correspond to F in its postfusion helical bundle state, which appeared as a smaller-dimension triangular feature, with edges~7 nm long and a spot of stain in its center. The crystal structure for HPIV3 postfusion F could be precisely docked into these density features (1ZTM.pdb) (red ribbon diagram in Fig. 6E) (31) . Many of these smaller triangles had electron-dense stalks beneath them that were~2.5 nm in diameter, consistent in dimension with the helical bundles formed by the HRN and HRC domains in postfusion F (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material) (31) . Prefusion F trimers are also observed in clusters adjacent to each other, in some cases without clear signs of associated HN (Fig. 6I) . In lateral views at the edge of particles observed in central slices, the distinction of prefusion and postfusion F, as well as the double-layered surface density, were clearly evident (see Fig. S2 in the supplemental material).
In cryo-EM reconstructions, due to the need to work at higher defocus values and because the particles were more rounded rather than flattened in the negative-stain case, views of trimers down their axis of symmetry were rarer. However, in lateral views seen in central tomographic slices, the regions of the virus surface with two layers of external density were evident just as with the negative-stained samples (Fig. 6F to I) . In addition, the positioning and radial density distribution of surface density features were found to be similar by cryo-and negative-stain EM (Fig. 5) . Thus, the overall surface glycoprotein organizations analyzed by cryoand negative-stain EM are in good agreement.
The EM observations and comparison with crystal structures suggest that prefusion F is present in fields interspersed with copies of what we infer to be HN in a nonarrayed, heads-up form that gives rise to the canopy of density.
DISCUSSION
The electron tomography studies reported here provide images of glycoprotein organization on the surface of HPIV3. When taken together with our experimental data, the structural information begins to elucidate features of glycoprotein interaction that are relevant to viral entry. Many of the observed surface characteristics are interpretable in terms of known structures for F and HN that have been determined by crystallography, and we now can identify how the two types of proteins relate to each other and are distributed on the virus surface (summarized in Fig. 7A ).
HN in its heads-down conformation is not associated with F. One striking feature seen in the tomographic reconstructions were the arrays of HN in a tetrameric, dimer-of-dimers, heads-down conformation, showing that the structure observed by crystallography of the isolated NDV HN tetramer exists on the surface at least of some paramyxoviruses. These arrays did not appear to contain F; in fact, F is not observed in association with a headsdown HN. Furthermore, in this conformation, none of the sialic acid binding sites was oriented to face the target membrane, and only two out of the four HN head domains would be proximal to the target membrane, while the other two have been proposed to be engaged in interactions with the HN stalk and to be sequestered from interacting with the receptors on the target membrane (46) . For another paramyxovirus, Newcastle disease virus (NDV), our experimental data suggested two active sites on NDV HN, where site I exhibits both neuraminidase and receptor binding activity and site II possesses only the receptor binding function (30) . These two sites were also identified in the X-ray crystal structures of NDV HN (46, 53) . We found that engagement of NDV's site I with the receptor leads to the activation of site II and promotion of fusion (30) . It has been suggested that during interaction with sialic acid receptors on the target cell membrane, the head domains may reorient to further expose the other head domains (46) . For HPIV3, we showed that a second putative sialic acid binding site on HN modulates HN-HN dimerization and F triggering by HPIV3 HN (7, 19, 24) . The finding that HPIV3 F is not observed in association with a heads-down HN on the virus surface implies that for the HN-F association to occur, the HN heads must be "up." Future experiments will address the question of whether heads-down HN molecules without associated F molecules are available for receptor engagement.
HN in a heads-up conformation on the virus surface is colocalized with prefusion F. In the regions of the virus surface that exhibit double layers of density, we observed a tall canopy of density above prefusion F trimers that we infer to be HN in a different conformation from the heads-down tetramer. This canopy den- Figure Legend Continued postfusion F trimer, 1ZTM.pdb, docked into the EM density (31) . (See Fig. S1 in the supplemental material.) (F to I) Central slices of cryo-electron tomography showing lateral views of F protein distribution on the virus surface. In some cases, isolated prefusion F trimers are observed (I), while in other cases (F to H), prefusion F is found in regions of double-layer surface density, positioned beneath a discontinuous canopy of density we infer to be HN. Scale bars, 25 nm. sity appears to be attributable to a heads-up conformation of HN with loosely associated head domain dimers or possibly monomers atop an extended stalk. We did not observe clearly ordered density that would be consistent with HN tetramers in a heads-up configuration, a conformation that was proposed based on a crystal structure for the SV5 HN head domain (55) . It should be noted that little evidence exists to indicate that the HN head domains themselves adopt a tightly organized heads-up tetramer in the absence of a tetramerized stalk domain. The tetrameric, heads-up model was based upon a crystal structure for heads only, lacking the tethers (55), and may not represent the physiological assembly of HN that triggers F. HN head domains lacking the stalk regions, from various paramyxoviruses, rarely form tetramers in solution. HPVI3 HN head domains crystallized as a dimer (29, 54) , and the head domain of NDV and of the model paramyxovirus SV5 (PIV5) are monomeric in solution, while the introduction of the stalk domain can in part facilitate tetramerization (65) . The helical stalk region of PIV5 has a propensity to form 4-helix bundles (47, 65) , while NDV HN has a lower propensity to form a tetramer (47) . It has been proposed that specific residues that face the helical bundle's hydrophobic core in PIV5 are substituted for by polar residues in NDV, possibly hindering the putative stalk-driven receptor binding protein tetramerization (65) .
We have previously shown that association of HN with F stabilizes F in its prefusion conformation under experimental conditions, making it less readily activated by heat, and that in live cells, HN and F are associated with each other prior to receptor engagement (19, 28, 66) . The observation of some clusters of prefusion F trimers on the virus surface shown in Fig. 6 , without detectable glycoprotein "chaperone" such as HN in close contact, suggests that under the conditions of this experiment, prefusion F might exist without close association or coordination with HN. However, in light of the biological data provided by BiFC showing association of HN and F expressed on cells (19, 29) and the biochemical evidence for stabilization of F by HN (28) , the presence of prefusion F alone does not distinguish between the models of fusion. While under certain conditions HN stabilizes F in its prefusion state, it has not yet been possible to determine under which in vivo circumstances HN provides a direct stabilizing role. Ongoing studies to capture F during serial steps of entry should be informative with respect to this functional question and will also determine whether similar glycoprotein organizations are present in viruses isolated from natural infections.
In a previous study, lower-resolution negative-stain images and density distributions, compared to crystal structures, suggested that HN and F were colocalized in some HPIV3 particles absent receptor engagement, giving rise to the double layers (28) . These observations supported our biochemical and BiFC evidence for the association of HN and F prior to HN's receptor engagement (19) . The higher-resolution cryo-and negative-stain data in the present report provide considerably more detail about the relationship and conformations of HN and F on the surface of HPIV3. Prefusion F and HN in a heads-up state can intermingle and combine to form the double layers of density on the virus surface in the absence of receptor engagement, with prefusion F trimers situated beneath the canopy formed by what appears to be mostly monomeric or dimeric HN. The available data cannot explain whether in the colocalized state, HN and F interact strongly the heads-down configuration in arrays on the virus surface. These heads-down tetramers were not observed in association with F. On these virions without receptor engagement, some prefusion F is interspersed with HN in an extended configuration with the globular heads towering above the level of the F consistent with a heads-up but monomeric or dimeric form. F alone is also observed in both the prefusion and postfusion forms. The data support the notion that F and HN are clustered with each other prior to receptor engagement by HN and that the presence of a heads-up form of HN in proximity to prefusion F is not sufficient to induce F activation. (B) Since tetrameric, heads-up HN was not observed either alone or in association with F, the possibility exists that oligomerization induced by receptor engagement (not studied here) is important for triggering F. and are specifically associated or whether they are simply clustered in the same vicinity.
Oligomerization and implications of imaging results for activation of fusion. A body of biochemical and virological data now support an important role for HN in triggering the F protein's fusion activation (1, 2, 6-13, 19, 26, 67) . Specific residues on the stalk domain have been implicated in triggering F protein activation in HPIV3 and related paramyxoviruses (47, 61) . While the relevant HPIV3 HN stalk residues in extended conformations would likely be exposed and available to interact with nearby F molecules in the double-layered regions we observed, the exposure of the stalks of the heads-up HN does not appear sufficient to activate F. It may be necessary for the stalk domains to oligomerize (such as into helical bundles) in order to present the proper quaternary spatial organization of residues in order for HN to bind receptor and to trigger F (Fig. 7B) . This notion is supported by our BiFC experiments, in which clusters of HN and F form upon receptor engagement (19, 29) . We have proposed (19) that the switch of HN to an F-activating role is mediated by HN binding to the receptor; receptor engagement may encourage oligomerization of HN subunits into functional dimers or perhaps tetramers, leading to F activation (19) . For Sendai virus, it has been observed that the tetrasialylated GQ1b ganglioside induces fusion far more efficiently than the disialylated GD1a (68) . Likewise, in studies of fusion activation by headless forms of measles virus H protein, while in the presence of specific stalk mutations, the head was shown to be dispensable: a tetramerization motif was required for the mutated stalk in order to produce efficient F activation (38) . Nipah receptor binding protein (G) lacking a head was shown to be capable of activating F, potentially implying that receptor engagement by the head is dispensable; however, only a small subset of such proteins with a specific stalk length could do so (69) , and it seems that only those specific stalks could circumvent the requirement for head engagement. For HPIV3, we showed that mutations affecting HN dimerization also impact F activation and fusion efficiency (29) ; reductions in monomer-monomer interaction led to decreased fusion promotion. Thus, HN oligomerization properties have a role in modulating HPIV3 F protein activation, and the HN/F clustering that follows interaction with cell surface receptors (19) may help promote the formation of a tetrameric or higher-order helical bundle in the stalk domain ( Fig. 7B ).
An alternative but not necessarily mutually exclusive model (sometimes referred to as the "provocateur" model) proposes that receptor engagement triggers HN to undergo a switch from a heads-down to heads-up configuration, leading to exposure of an F-interactive motif on the HN stalk region (1) . If this mechanism is in play, the arrays of HN with the heads-down conformation would need to be disrupted upon receptor binding in order to transition to the proposed HN heads-up conformation that can interact with and activate F (55, 63); however, our observation of heads-up HN associated with F prior to receptor engagement does not appear to be consistent with the purely provocateur model for HPIV3. Future experiments may help determine whether-in concert with receptor avidity-driven oligomerization of HN-a heads-down to heads-up transition could contribute to conversion of significant levels of HN to an F-activatable form.
These data provide evidence in support of several proposed steps in viral entry into cells. Prefusion F is colocalized with heads-up HN prior to receptor engagement by HN, indicating that at least the observed heads-up form of HN does not by itself provide sufficient stimulus for F activation. Instead, as suggested by experiments in live cells (19) , receptor engagement likely provides the activation signal necessary to trigger F. The tomography approach here lacks sufficient resolution to determine which parts of F may interact with the HN stalk and head domains. Complementary methods are needed to determine how the various functions of HN are regulated in real time. These questions await experiments that are under way to synchronize and capture individual intermediates in the process. Given that clinically infectious viruses have a balance of fusion properties different from laboratory isolates (29, 70) , it will be important to also examine viruses that are infectious in vivo. Preliminary EM observations of HPIV3 clinical isolates indicate that the structures observed in this study for the laboratory reference strains of HPIV3 are conserved in the viruses circulating as human pathogens (A.M. and M.P., unpublished data). In future studies, the approach presented here may also help to reveal the changes in the paramyxovirus fusion machinery that are induced by receptor binding.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Virus growth and purification. CV-1 cells (in 70 to 90% confluent monolayers) in T175 flasks were infected with HPIV3 (multiplicity of infection of 0.1) in 10 ml Opti-MEM (L-glutamine and HEPES) for 90 min in a 37°C humidified, 5% CO 2 incubator. During the 90 min of incubation, flasks were gently shaken every 15 min. Viral inocula were replaced with 20 ml of complete medium with or without neuraminidase to deplete receptors for HN, and cultures were placed in a 37°C humidified, 5% CO 2 incubator. After 48 h, the cell culture supernatant fluid was collected and clarified by centrifugation (3,000 rpm for 10 min at 4°C in an Eppendorf 5810R). The clarified supernatant fluid was centrifuged (25,000 rpm for 120 min at 4°C in an SW28 rotor, Beckman L8-80M ultracentrifuge) through an 8-ml 20% (wt/vol) sucrose cushion in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (pH 7.4) or in PBS containing 1 mM zanamivir (pH 7.4) to prevent receptor engagement by HN. Pellets were resuspended in 200 l of PBS with or without zanamivir (4°C, pH 7.4) for each T175 flask. Virus stocks were stored at Ϫ80°C or kept at 4°C before analysis. The titers of HPIV3 stocks were determined by a plaque assay performed as described before (24) . Titers for purified viruses after storage at Ϫ80°C were 1.00 ϫ 10 7 PFU/ml.
Negative-stain and cryo-electron tomography. Purified HPIV3 produced as described above was mixed with 10-nm-particle-size colloidal gold and prepared for cryo-electron tomography by addition of 3 l of sample onto holey carbon-coated grids (C-flat, 200 mesh; Electron Microscopy Sciences) and plunge freezing the samples in liquid ethane using a Vitrobot (Mark IV; FEI Co.). Negative-staining grids were prepared similarly by loading 3 l of samples onto carbon-coated electron microscope grids (300 mesh; Electron Microscopy Sciences) and stained with nano-W (2% methylamine tungstate; Nanoprobes). Vitrified grids were imaged at liquid nitrogen temperature in a FEI Tecnai F20 transmission electron microscope equipped with a Gatan Ultrascan 4000 chargecoupled device (CCD) camera. Images were captured at a magnification of 25,000ϫ and binned by a factor of 2, giving a pixel size of 4.4 Å in the specimen. Images were acquired at 2 to 4 m underfocus, and specimens were tilted in 2°steps from approximately 58°to Ϫ58°using the Leginon software package (71) . The total electron dosage for the entire tilt series was estimated at~100 e/Å2 per tilt series. Tomograms were reconstructed using the weighed back-projection method in the IMOD package (72) . Images were visualized in ImageJ and denoised as previously described (73) .
Crystal structures for prefusion F trimer (4GIP.pdb) (40), postfusion F trimer (1ZTM.pdb) (31), heads-down tetrameric HN from NDV (3T1E.pdb) (46) , and the globular head domain from HPIV3 HN (1V2I.pdb) (54) were docked into 3-dimensional reconstructed EM density maps that had been denoised by Gaussian filtering and using the "Hide Dust" function in Chimera (74) . The automated "Fit to Map" func-tion was used following initial manual placement of the Protein Data Bank (PDB) model into the EM density map.
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